Innuos Retail Price List
Valid from April 2021, all prices in EUR
Shipping and any customs duties related to current standards of individual countries are excluded

Model

Version

RRP (incl. VAT)

1TB HDD

€ 1 099

2TB HDD

€ 1 199

4TB HDD

€ 1 399

8TB HDD

€ 1 699

ZENmini
(available in black)
Our gateway server with all the full benefits of innuOS, now
with improved connectivity and a new upgrade path for
even greater flexibility. Ideal for simple integration into multi-room
systems or for those making the first step to a dedicated audio server.

·· Custom motherboard with dual Ethernet ports optimised for audio
performance and network passthrough to nearby network devices.
·· Optical and coaxial SPDIF digital outputs.
·· Analog RCA output capable of up to 24/192kHz.

Optional Linear PSU

ZEN Mk3 Music Server Series

for ZENmini Mk2 and Mk3
(standalone)
·· Optional Linear Power Supply upgrade for improved
sound quality in matching chassis.
Backward compatible with the ZENmini MkII.

Optional Linear PSU

€ 599

for ZENmini Mk2 and Mk3
(bundled with ZENmini)

€ 549

1TB HDD

€ 2 299

2TB HDD

€ 2 399

4TB HDD

€ 2 599

8TB HDD

€ 2 899

1TB SSD

€ 3 749

2TB SSD

€ 4 249

4TB SSD

€ 4 849

8TB SSD

€ 6 349

1TB SSD

€ 12 000

2TB SSD

€ 12 500

4TB SSD

€ 13 100

8TB SSD

€ 14 600

0,5m (pair)

€ 1 149

1,0m (pair)

€ 1 249

1,5m (pair)

€ 1 349

N/A

€ 2 749

N/A

€ 2 749

ZEN
(available in black or silver)
For music enthusiasts who want to enjoy their large music
libraries with a dedicated server delivering Hi-Fi quality, the
ZEN Mk3 represents new value for money in digital audio
performance.

·· Dual Linear Power Supply with ultra-low noise
regulators and Nichicon Capacitors, derived from the successful
design implementation on the ZENith SE.
·· Custom-made motherboard with improved EMI treatment.
·· Asymmetrical isolation feet.

ZENith
(available in black or silver)
Pushing our popular ZENith even further, the Mk3 is designed for
Audiophiles who want a smoother, more relaxed sound with a wider
soundstage.

·· Premium Triple-Linear Power Supply with ultra-low noise regulators
and premium Mundorf Capacitors, using trickle-down technology from
the ZENith SE.
·· Custom-made motherboard with improved EMI treatment.
·· Vibration and EMI treated SSD.
·· Asymmetrical isolation feet.

NEW

STATEMENT
(available in black or silver)

STATEMENT

The new Innuos music server takes Digital Audio to a new level, building
on the award-winning ZENith SE.

·· Innuos-designed USB board with dedicated 5V power line.
·· Innovative 8-linear power supply
·· USB and Ethernet OCXO reclocking.
·· Optimised motherboard exclusively designed for Innuos.

NEW

Statement Umbilical Cords Upgrade
Longer length umbilical cords for connection between Statement's main
unit and PSU.
Useful for racks that can't accomodate the combined stack height of
main unit + PSU.

PhoenixUSB
(available in black or silver)

PHOENIX

Reclock and Regenerate the USB signal from any source

·· The PhoenixUSB Reclocker takes the USB signal from any source and
completely regenerates it to an extremely high-precision signal to feed
into your DAC, allowing it to perform at its best.

PhoenixNET
(available in black or silver)
Audiophile-grade Network Switch
designed from the ground up for network audio

NEW

·· The PhoenixNET is the realization of Innuos’ philosophy of simplicity
and signal purity applied to the network switch.

